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Besides, digital map allows to display wood 
and shrubby vegetation by means of photos of real 
objects. 

A large toolbox of QGIS gives ample oppor-
tunities for the analysis of the constructed model. 
The electronic model allows to measure the areas 
of objects – this function can be used when plan-
ning the arboretum cutting, paths arrangement, etc. 
The database gives the chance to create by means 
of standard inquiries the reports, displaying various 
information (at the present time specialists have to 
make this type of works by hand). In Fig. 4 there is 
an example of a database inquiry which contains 
wood species, object number, X and Y coordinate, 
tree height and crown radius.  

No SPECIES X Y HEIGHT CROWN 
DIAMETER

4 Spruce 512.95 –2146.54 1.4 0.8
5 Spruce  550.19 –2158.58 1.1 0.8

6 Small-leaved  
linden 514.92 –2095.16 1.2 0.4

9 Spruce 512.71 –2034.72 1.2 1
10 Common plum 536.12 –2033.78 0.7 0.4
11 Spruce 531.86 –1996.78 1.2 1
13 Spruce 625.23 –1993.96 1 0.6

14 Small-leaved  
linden 610.12 –2083.47 1.1 0.4

Fig. 4. Database enquiry 

Conclusion. Inquiries allow to create the fol-
lowing types of the reports: sheets of wood and 

shrubby vegetation, sheet of a material and mon-
etary assessment of the whole arboretumas well 
as of separate small architectural forms etc. 
From a database it is easy to receive the sheet of 
certain species of trees or shrubs which, for ex-
ample, need top-dressing. Having made space 
request, it is possible to obtain the map of alloca-
tion of definite trees, and by means of such tool 
as “calculator”, to calculate necessary amount of 
fertilizers. 

The convenient interface allows the engineer to 
make easily any changes to a database and carto-
graphic materials if those occurred actually. 

Further it’s planned to complete a model to 
display of volumetric objects, i.e. 3D models of all 
objects of the arboretum with the relief display.  
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